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that it is psychologically possible, and he enlists powerful
psychological arguments to prove that it is the only education
* according to nature.' In recent years Dr James Drever has
argued that the bearing of psychology on the aim of education
does not end with its deciding whether it is possible or im-
possible.1 He points out that without the aid of psychology the
educator cannot know whether he has succeeded in his aim or
not. It is an apparent truism to say that before an educator
can be satisfied with his results he must know what these re-
sults actually are, but here there is a real difficulty. Certainly
the educator can know from careful observation whether or
not he has modified behaviour as he wished, but no educator
is satisfied with merely modifying behaviour. Any educator
worthy of the name seeks to modify the inner springs of con-
duct which control that behaviour, for it is clearly possible to
have behaviour conforming to a code while the motives be-
hind it are far from satisfactory. These motives arc not easily
discovered; and, in order to interpret the modified behaviour
of his pupil and discover whether the motives underlying it are
worthy, the educator must once more seek the aid of psycho-
logy. Without its help he cannot know whether he has suc-
ceeded in influencing character as well as conduct.
We have seen, then, that, although psychology cannot decide
the aim of education, it can tell us how far that aim is practic-
able and help us to evaluate our results. But it is in the process
of achieving his aim that the educator finds psychology of the
utmost value. If the end of education is beyond the province
of psychology, the means arc one of its most important applica-
tions. An educator with an aim. of education that is possible
must turn to psychology in order to discover how it is to be
realized with a minimum of trial and error. Psychology does
not give us a philosophy of education, but it is providing the
materials for a science of education. Now Adams * toils us
that the means of education are twofold: (a) the direct appli-
cation of the educator's personality to the personality of the
educand, and (b) the use of knowledge in its various forms.
1 An Introduction to the Psychology of Education, chapter i.
1 Tht Evolution of Educational Theory, chapter i.

